
 
 
Supplies Needed 
*Coming Soon 90’s Themed Beading Kit (1 pk)  
#63715483 AB Red Faceted Rondelle Bead Strand, 102 pc. (1 pk) 
#34774099 Gold Curb Chain, 46” (1 pk) 
#81212003 Gold Head Pins & Eye Pins, 135 pc. (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 
Wire Cutters 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Round Nose Pliers 
Ruler 
 
Techniques to Know 
Form a Loop 
Jump Rings 
Cutting Chain 
 
Instructions: 
1. Slide the following onto a head pin:  a dimpled small gold round, a gold 
star bead, three white heishi beads, and three dark blue heishe beads.  Trim the 
stem of the head pin and form a loop to make a beaded drop. 
2. Slide the following onto an eye pin:  two small AB red faceted rondelles, a 
large AB red faceted rondelle, two small AB red faceted rondelles, and a gold star 
bead.  Trim the stem of the eye pin and form a loop to make a beaded link.  
Repeat this step to make a total of three AB red faceted rondelle beaded links. 
3. Slide the following onto an eye pin:  7/8” of white heishi beads and a gold 
star bead.  Trim the stem of the eye pin and form a loop to make a beaded link.  
Repeat this step to make a total of four white beaded links. 
4. Slide the following onto an eye pin:  7/8” if dark blue heishi beads and a 
gold star bead.  Trim the stem of the eye pin and form a loop to make a beaded 
link.  Repeat this step to make a total of four dark blue beaded links. 
5. Attach the loop on the beaded drop from step 1 to the loop on the AB 
red faceted rondelle side of a beaded link from step 2.  (This will become the 
beaded pendant that hangs from the middle of the necklace.) 
6. Use a jump ring to attach the top loop of the beaded pendant from the 
previous step to the heishi bead side of two white beaded links from step 3. 
7. Connect the following beaded links, in order, to the other side of one of 
the two white beaded links from the previous step:  dark blue, AB red faceted 



rondelle, white, and dark blue.  Connect this same sequence of beaded links to 
the other white beaded link from the previous step. 
8. Cut two 3” lengths of gold curb chain.  Connect a length of chain to the 
loop of the other end of the last two dark blue beaded links on each side of the 
necklace. 
9. Attach a jump ring to the other end of one of the 3” lengths of chain.  Use 
a jump ring to connect a lobster clasp to the end of the other 3” length of chain. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Advanced Beginner  
 
APPROXIMATE CRAFTING TIME: 1-2 Hours 


